Consider a robot to measure or operate on man made objects randomly located in the workspace. The optronic sensing onboard the robot are a scanning range measuring time-of-flight laser and a CCD camera. The goal of this paper is to give explicit covariance matrices for the extracted geometric primitives in the surrounding workspace. Emphasis is on correlation properties of the stochastic error models during motion. Topics studied includes;
Introduction
Figures 2-4 are laser measurements and a CCD image from a fairly uncluttered indoor scene. The goal of this paper is not algorithms for extracting the geometric primitives but rather explicit covariance matrices for describing the uncertainty. The estimated primitives should both be used for controlling the robot, for sensor allocation and also allowing new measurements after motion of the robot to be fused in a consistent way.
Related work on navigation of mobile robots based on plane surfaces are found in, say; [Cro89] , [HBC96] , [LFW96] , [MoC89] and [SSC90] while [KL093], presents a non parametric solution for natural environments. Special references to covariances for estimating planes are found in [Kan94] and [Lar95] .
The explicit equations for the covariances of the estimated features are approximations based on models for sensor resolution, number of measurements in a sector etc. The coordinate systems are selected by geometry and the resulting covariances outlines the nature of the uncertainty in the estimates of planes and their intersections.
The 
Covariance :Matrix for the Extracted Radon Parameters of a Plane
Consider N range measurements on a segment of a plane. In this section a covariance matrix for the In the regression analysis the uncertainty in the direction of the range samples is not included.
Fisher Information Matrix for the Extracted Radon Parameters of a Plane
Below we are to describe the estimates using the information matrix in the sense of For convenience consider the intersection of two planes in Figure 5 , expressed in the co-ordinate system attached to plane 1 i. e. Plane 1 constrain the intersection to lie along the q-direction:
Since q,, is unknown s should be considered as very large i.e. l/s+O. Now express the intersection as a point on plane 2 relative to the local co-ordinate system at plane 1 : The two expressions for the intersection can now be fused using a Kalman filter: (20) Note that in the calculation of the inner inverses in (1 8) the limit for l/s+O is used.
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The transformation from the co-ordinates of plane 1 to world co-ordinates is performed using the formalism presented by Smith, Self and Cheeseman in [SSC90] (cp. the transformation in eq. (16)).
The generalisation for 3D is to transform the problem to a co-ordinate system with a z-coordinate direction parallel to the direction of the intersection. If the direction of the two planes is represented by normal vectors the direction of the new z-axis is:
In this coordinate system the solution for the intersection in eq. (15) 
An example of uncertainty for two intersecting planes
We conclude by an example illustrating the double coned shape of the uncc:rtainty. For simplicity, the intersection of the two planes defines the z-axis, see 
Conclusions and future work
Navigation based on stochastic modelling and estimated line / surface segments from range data has proven successful in many cases. An explicit expression of the first order approximation of the covariance for the Hough / Radon line parameters where pqerpendicular distance, q=distance from normal to COG along the line and $=the orientation of the line normal. An important result concerning the representation of lines and planes measured from a moving platform is that the "centre of gravity" for old measurements "follow along with the robot as it moves". This is expressed by how q varies as the robot moves.
Using the covariance for separate lines the expression for the covariance of the intersection was also presented. The results are easily generalised to apply to planes and their intersections. Also, the results are directly applicable to range cameras, provided the range dependent resolution is introduced, i. e. or = constant R 2 a , With a good representation of the covariance for intersections of planes the fusion of laser range measurements and edges detected in a CCD image can be performed. The intersection of the infinite plane represented by the CCD edge and planes detected in laser data are combined. The same applies for a corner generated by two planes. In the present work no attention has been paid to the problem of segmentation and association. However, a good representation of uncertainty is a prerequisite for good associations and one natural extension of the work is to consider the association problem using a Gaussian Mixture setting [NNW96] ,[BSL93 pp.46 1 -4651.
